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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

Unfortunately, it is not quite as simple as that. But recent re-
search findings are unambiguous: authentic leadership, and 
a leadership style that encourages authentic behaviour in 
employees, can help organisations become more effective. 
Equally, leadership without an authentic stance can cause 
lasting damage in the corporate environment.  

An authentic stance does not mean laying bare one’s inner 
life and indulging, without restraint, all one’s moods, emo-
tions and difficult personality traits – as some publications 
on authenticity would have us believe. Rather, it is about  
adopting a FUNDAMENTAL STANCE (cf. van den Bosch & 
Taris, 2014):

There is much evidence for the positive influence of authentic 
behaviour. The present study – carried out by goetzpartners, 
Förster und Netzwerk, and Prof. Matthias Spitzmüller (Smith 
School of Business, Queen’s University, Ontario, Canada) –  
shows which factors promote authentic behaviour in compa-
nies as well as what obstacles to authentic behaviour exist and 
how they can be overcome. 

Recent research findings underscore that authentic managers 
come across as more charismatic and are more successful at 
steering employees through change. This is especially true of 
those employees who are generally more critical of manage-
ment: the effect of authenticity on employees’ attitudes to-
wards their line managers is strongest in such cases. According 
to other studies, authentic leadership has a positive effect on 
the acceptance of mistakes and, consequently, on the perfor-
mance of teams of employees. Most importantly, authenticity 
can serve as a moral compass that prevents employees from 
breaking rules or behaving unethically (Spitzmüller & Ilies, 
2010 and Cianci, Hannah, Roberts & Tsakumis, 2014).

Authentic leadership  
= 

good leadership  
= 

corporate success?  

that promotes harmony between managers’ 
actions, inner values, and personal convictions 
(‘authentic action’);

that helps managers resist to bow to external 
pressure (‘avoidance of self-alienation’);

that enables managers to actively steer their 
own actions rather than having those actions 
dictated by others (‘avoidance of external 
influence’); 

that therefore projects credibility and reliability.

>> 
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MOTIVATION: 
The positive role of 

authentic leadership 
and behaviour in  

organisations

1 2 3
OBSTACLES 
to authentic 
behaviour in 

organisations

DRIVERS
of authentic 

behaviour

MAIN RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
  Companies can create an environment that promotes 

authentic behaviour of managers and employees – in 
fact, this leads to better results than simply deman-
ding authenticity in a leadership model. The surveyed 
managers report that an authentic leadership stance 
has a positive effect on the PERFORMANCE of their 
employees and employee teams. Their assumption is 
that employees are more likely to align themselves 
with authentic managers in times of uncertainty and 
that transformation processes have a better chance of 
success when led by authentic leaders.

  The study demonstrates what features of the corpo-
rate environment are particularly strongly correlated 
with authenticity, and suggests ways in which compa-
nies can promote authentic behaviour and leadership. 

  Accordingly, the strongest DRIVERS of authenticity in 
companies are:

 >  authority that is grounded more in personal expertise 
(expert power) than in power vested in one’s hierar-
chical position in the organisation 

 >  a corporate culture that values individuality and at 
the same time encourages a feeling of belonging

  >  work processes that enable employees to make  
autonomous decisions 

  OBSTACLES that work against authenticity include, in 
particular: 

  > the sheer size of an organisation or company
 > work-family conflict
 >  “surface acting”, i.e. activities in which individuals have 

to display emotions which they do not actually feel 
 >  personal belief systems that affirm the existence of 

strong status and power differentials in organisations.

  The study provides indications that companies can, for 
the most part, overcome these obstacles to authentic 
behaviours if their employees consider their work to 
be important and they feel valued and unique in their 
organisation. 

  An intercultural COMPARISON between Germany, 
Russia, and the UK reveals that, on average, managers 
in Russia are less affected by work-family conflict. Per-
sonal distinctiveness and a sense of belongingness 
are equally strong factors influencing authenticity for 
Russian and British managers, whereas a feeling of be-
longingness is the more important of the two to those 
surveyed in Germany. There is also a clear difference 
when it comes to the leadership style of line mana-
gers: in the UK, leadership style plays a less prominent 
role for the experience of authenticity compared with 
its importance in Germany and Russia.  

  As far as ORGANISATIONAL AND CULTURAL 
STRUCTURES are concerned, companies can prepa-
re the ground for more authenticity and credibility by 
finding new models of collaboration and involvement 
and new forms of hierarchy. However, this presuppo-
ses a shift to a dramatically different understanding of 
transparency, participation and leadership culture.  

CONCLUSION: the speed and complexity of changes in 
the corporate environment require companies to adapt 
constantly and be willing to change at any time. Particu-
larly in times of uncertainty, managers need to know they 
have the TRUST of their employees. With conventional 
hierarchical mechanisms breaking down, corporate ma-
nagement is in need of a new leadership paradigm. Au-
thenticity in leadership can play a key role in this. 
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AUTHENTICITY 
a lever for a new 

understanding of 
leadership and 

organisation

4 5 CONCLUSION

EFFECTS
of organisational structures 

on authentic behaviour in 
organisations

INTERCULTURAL
differences in the 

study findings

PROMOTING AUTHENTICITY

Authority based on professional expertise 

A culture that unites distinctiveness with a 
feeling of belongingness

High autonomy at work

Company size

Poor work-life balance

Surface acting at work

Belief systems that affirm power and  
status differences in organisations 

OBSTACLES TO AUTHENTICITY AND 
NEGATIVE INFLUENCING FACTORS 

For the study, goetzpartners, Förster und Netzwerk and 
Prof. Matthias Spitzmüller surveyed a total of 571 managers 
in Germany, the UK and Russia in November 2015 using an 
online questionnaire. Around 40 percent of those surveyed 
were from Germany, and just under 30 percent each from 
the UK and Russia. Unless otherwise mentioned, the results 
presented in the study are those of the German participants. 

Intercultural differences are explicitly discussed in chapter 7 
of the study. The questionnaire was developed based on the 
results of 20 qualitative, one-hour interviews with managers 
who have responsibility for up to 1,000 employees. Buil-
ding on the interviews, the authors of the study developed 
the questionnaire for the major data collection that utilized 
pre-validated scales to capture relevant constructs.  ||

DRIVERS OF AUTHENTICITY 
IN COMPANIES
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PREFACE

Many companies stress authenticity as an important ele-
ment of their leadership models: they expect their mana-
gers to act authentically and to be honest and reliable. On 
an intuitive level, that appears to be right: if you can rely 
on your line manager because (s)he is honest, open and 
acts and communicates in a clear and sensible manner, 
you can work effectively because you have been given a 
clear framework and have no reason to fear unpleasant 
surprises. 

At the same time, in discussions of authenticity, this 
much-touted quality arouses a lot of cynicism. Many tend 

to smirk when someone claims to be acting genuinely or 
authentically. After all, managers are always urged to live 
up to their intended ROLE – otherwise they would not be 
good managers. According to a much-cited example – tho-
se who openly express their volatile temper or aggression 
in the company are far more likely to do damage than to 
benefit themselves and others. 

In view of this, the present study deals with the question 
of what authentic leadership actually is and whether it can 
contribute to “good leadership”. Proceeding from that, we 
answer the following questions: 

»
«

02

Two roads diverged in 
a wood, and I – I took the one 
less traveled by, and that has 

made all the difference. 

ROBERT L. FROST 
poet
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WHY AUTHENTICITY? 
Why of all things should we choose authentic behaviour and 
leadership as the subject of our study? 

Firstly, because we see in practice – in our ongoing consulting 
work with several hundred managers a year – what a keen sense 
employees have for authentic behaviour and the negative effects 
that a lack of credibility in leadership can have in companies. 

Even major credibility crises, like the ones VW and Deutsche 
Bank are currently experiencing, have been attributed to aspects 
of corporate leadership. Many commentators maintain that rigid 
hierarchical structures and a culture in which mistakes were not 
addressed openly were among the causes of the emissions scan-
dal at VW (see, for example, n-tv, 13 Nov. 2015: Abgasskandal wird 
für VW teuer [Emissions scandal will cost VW dearly]).

Secondly, we observe how difficult it is to allow and live authen-
ticity in the corporate environment despite all the models and 
guidelines put in place by companies. Almost every day, we see 
people on the career ladder jettison their own convictions, bow 
to genuine or supposed pressure, and find it difficult to remain 
true to themselves, pursue their chosen path and make the 
right decisions in today’s complex working world. 

We are convinced that a paradigm shift is necessary for orga-
nisations to meet the demands of the future. Old habits must 
be thrown overboard so that companies are to be steered  
effectively into the future. In particular, organisations require a 
new leadership paradigm. Start-ups, for example, are showing 
the way forward, achieving success with new, more democratic 
leadership styles and organisational structures. Similarly, some 
established companies have benefited from managers who 
challenge conventional thinking and decision-making styles. 

We are convinced that authenticity will be a powerful LEVER 
for this transformation. On the one hand, an authentic stance 
is one of the basic prerequisites for a new leadership paradigm. 
On the other hand, this new type of leadership also enables  
employees at all levels to be more authentic and effective. 

The purpose of our study is to establish the role that authenticity  
really plays. We examine the factors promoting authenticity 
and the role that authenticity can play in organisations. In ad-
dition, we identify the obstacles hindering authentic behaviour 
and leadership, and outline the options for overcoming these. 
The results of the study identify promising pathways that can 
help organisations move towards a new leadership paradigm.  ||

EBERHARD HÜBBE                     PROF. DR. MATTHIAS SPITZMÜLLER                     LARS FÖRSTER 

Which role do authentic behaviour and leadership have in organisations? 
What factors in the corporate environment promote authentic behaviour  
of managers and employees? 
What obstacles prevent employees and managers from behaving  
authentically and how might these obstacles be overcome? 
Are there cultural differences in authenticity between Germany, Russia, and the UK? 
What are the effects of corporate organisational structures on authenticity? 
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 doesn’t mean that you 
can walk on water.  

Being a

DR HEINRICH HIESINGER
CEO, thyssenkrupp AG

»
«

role model
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CLEAR STANCE, 
CLEAR DIRECTION

Unfortunately, it is not quite as simple as that. But there are cle-
ar indications that authentic leadership can help organisations 
become more efficient and effective. Equally, leadership without 
an authentic stance can cause lasting damage in the corporate 
environment. 

The study provides clear indications 
of the positive effects of authentic 
leadership. For instance, 83 percent 
of the managers surveyed say that an 
authentic leadership stance has a po-
sitive influence on the performance of 
employee teams, whereas 77 percent 
noted positive effects on their own 
performance. Similarly, 77 percent of 
respondents assume that, in times 
of uncertainty, employees are more 
likely to align themselves with au-
thentic managers. More importantly, 
76 percent of the managers surveyed 
believe that transformation processes 
can be better managed if leaders are 
authentic. Overall, 79 percent of res-
pondents consider authentic leader- 
ship to be the more effective leaders. 

When it comes to collaboration within  
the company, those surveyed believe that employees (81 
percent) are more likely to value authenticity than managers 
(58 percent) – an indication that authentic managers are still 
having a hard time in many companies, in spite of corporate 
leadership guidelines. 

The results of other recent studies underscore the positive ef-
fects of authentic leadership on a company’s success. For ex-
ample, Spitzmüller and Ilies demonstrated in an empirical study 
that authentic managers are perceived as more charismatic and 
transformational, which should in turn enable them to be more 

successful in guiding employees through change processes. It is 
interesting that this applies in particular to employees who, on 
average, are more critical of management – the effect of authen-
ticity on employee attitudes towards managers is strongest here.

03

Why an authentic stance is good for people and organisations

Authentic leadership = good leadership = corporate success?  

POSITIVE EFFECTS OF AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE OF EMPLOYEE TEAMS:  83%
MORE SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP:  79%
IMPROVEMENT IN OWN PERFORMANCE:   77%
ORIENTATION IN TIMES OF UNCERTAINTY:   77%
BETTER MANAGEMENT OF TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES:  76%
Percentage of respondents agreeing with these effects of authentic leadership 

>> 
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AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP  
AS A MORAL COMPASS
The authors of another experimental study (Cianci, Hannah, 
Roberts & Tsakumis, 2014) show that authentic leadership in-
fluences employees’ responses to temptations of an unethical 
nature. In the study, employees with authentic line managers 
made fewer unethical decisions when exposed to temptation. 
Employees with neutral or less authentic line managers ten-
ded to give into such temptations more often. 

In other words, authentic leadership can serve as a moral com-
pass. It encourages ethically RESPONSIBLE behaviour in the 
company – and can thus play a role in avoiding irregularities 
or even scandals. Aside from the positive effects of authentic 
behaviour within the organisation, the case can be made that 
it serves an even more important purpose for external stake-
holders, given the heightened public awareness of improper 
conduct and rule-breaking by companies. 

An article in the Journal of Business Ethics in September 2015 
(Liu, Liao & Wei) points in the same direction. In this study, 
which was carried out in China, the authors reported a posi-
tive correlation between authentic leadership and internal 
whistleblowing. Specifically, employees of authentic mana-
gers are more prepared to draw attention to irregularities 
because their managers have given them a feeling of psy-
chological safety. 

The reverse is the case with the current scandals and crises of 
credibility plaguing companies, for example in Germany. The 
underlying causes in each case are usually the same: we find 
rigid hierarchical structures primarily in large organisations, 
coupled with a culture of fear that does not allow for errors. 
 

OPENNESS ENHANCES 
PERFORMANCE
Authentic leadership can accomplish more than just prevent 
scandals from happening. A manager’s authenticity also has 
a positive effect on the PERFORMANCE OF HIS/HER TEAM, 
as another study, from the UK and Greece, reveals (Lyubov-
nika, Legood, Turner & Mamakouka, 2015). According to the 
study, teams led by authentic managers are more inclined to 
self-reflection: the fact that such teams think and talk about 
the status quo and about strengths and weaknesses more of-
ten, more intensively and more openly has a positive effect on 
team performance. 

In addition, numerous studies (including Rahimnia & Shari-
firad, 2014) emphasise that authentic leadership promotes 
the well-being, health and motivation of employees. That has 
a positive impact on levels of commitment – and, according to 
the Gallup Index, a regular survey of workplace quality in Ger-
many, that is a factor with a very positive effect on the corpo-
rate bottom line. 

AUTHENTICITY: 
SOCIAL ROMANTICISM OR 
VALUE CREATION? 
Anyone who as ever been a manager knows that maintaining 
an authentic stance can be a challenge. The incentives and 
constraints that lead managers to behave in a strategic, poli-
tical or opportunistic manner often appear to be unavoidable. 
But, for the individual, it is worth putting up resistance to these 
supposed constraints; and for companies, it makes sense not 
simply to demand authenticity, but to support and promote it 
in structural and cultural terms as well. It transpires that au-
thenticity can enhance VALUE CREATION – in the shape of 
more open and better-performing teams, greater resistance to 
rule-breaking and higher levels of employee commitment.   ||

QUOTES FROM STUDY INTERVIEWS
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People will do what I want only  
if they recognise that I’m authentic. 
Only very few people manage to project 
an image of themselves that is false 
and still come across as authentic.

»
«

If you can act authentically in your  
own professional role, you also feel  
better as a person. You feel happier and  
thus more successful as a manager.

»
«

Manager, 46, medium-sized enterprise

Manager, 37, large enterprise
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JOB ROLE AND 
PERSONALITY FACTORS

04

And their influence on authenticity 

It is a schizoid social 
attitude to distinguish between 

people and role-bearers. (We need to) 
move beyond such an attitude and 
state that you have to learn to be 

your own person in each 
                      specific role. 

DR BERND SCHMID 
educationalist and psychologist, 

Institut für systemische Beratung, 
Wiesloch, Germany

»

«
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However, a legitimate question remains: what sort of authenti-
city are we really talking about? Isn’t it the case that managers 
are always playing a role, and are they ever really able to invest 
this role with their “whole self”? More importantly, should we 
even desire that they behave authentically? 

At this point, critics of authenticity generally conjure up the 
image of the bad-tempered, misanthropic or demotivated 
manager who indulges his/her personality to the full at work. 
Naturally, this should not, and cannot, be what we understand 
by authenticity. 

It is true that every one of us, whether we are managers or not, 
plays many different roles in life: as a father, sister, girlfriend, 
trainer, club member or employee. It is normal, indeed neces-
sary, to adjust one’s behaviour to each of these individual roles. 

Thus, behaving authentically does 
not mean living out all one’s perso-
nal traits to the full without regard 
for the specific role or indulging 
one’s every fleeting whim. Rather, it 
has to do with a fundamental attitu-
de, where inner values and external 
behaviour are in harmony. 

Our definition of authenticity is based on a recent scientific 
study on the nature of authenticity (Bosch & Taris, 2014): 

ACCORDING TO THIS RESEARCH, 
AUTHENTICITY IS THUS A BASIC 
ATTITUDE ...

We note that this kind of authenticity should not be misunder-
stood as friendliness. On the contrary, an authentic manager 
can lead with a more distanced or authoritarian style – as long 
as the manager is reliable and does not surprise the emplo-
yees with unexpected behaviour. Transparency and expec-
tations that are clearly expressed are possible in a distanced 
manager-employee relationship as well as in a very close one 
– provided the manager acts with integrity. It is important that 
these features are present because they strengthen the em-
ployees’ trust and grant them the confidence to act.  ||

that promotes harmony between managers’ 
actions, inner values, and personal convictions

AUTHENTIC ACTION

that enables managers to actively steer their own 
actions rather than having those actions dictated 

by others 

AVOIDANCE OF EXTERNAL INFLUENCE

that therefore projects: 

CREDIBILITY AND RELIABILITY

that helps managers resist to bow to external 
pressure 

AVOIDANCE OF SELF-ALIENATION
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PAVING THE WAY 
FOR AUTHENTICITY

05

Three drivers of authentic behaviour

There are thus many reasons for companies to encourage 
their managers and employees to adopt an authentic stance. 
Thus far, however, the corresponding measures – where they 
exist at all – have mostly been limited to paying lip service 
to authenticity in the management model or simply deman-
ding that managers behave authentically. But such demands 
are often simply too much for managers, given the corporate 
structures and culture in which they operate.

The present study shows that companies can create an  
ENVIRONMENT that enables and promotes authentic be-
haviour. There are three factors driving authenticity: autho-
rity based on professional expertise; a corporate culture that 
values individuality, but also fosters a feeling of belonging; 
and the ability to work with high autonomy. Some of these 
factors refer directly to personnel leadership, while others 
relate more to organisational aspects. For example, the abi-
lity to work with autonomy is an aspect that is influenced by 
both leadership and corporate structure. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE
Do managers (who are invested with power or authority) gene-
rally behave more in accordance with their innate values and 
ideas than do employees who have less influence? The obvi-
ous answer would appear to be yes: after all, more influence 
generally brings wit

h it greater creative power and autonomy in the workplace. 
But the survey presents a more nuanced picture. In a nutshell, 
power and authority heighten the impression that managers 
are acting authentically. In its many different guises, power 
has a considerable effect on authenticity, exhibiting a correla-
tion coefficient of 0.43. However, an analysis of the different 
dimensions of power in accordance with the French & Raven 
(1959) model (expert power, referent power, charismatic pow-
er, reward power and coercive power) reveals substantial diffe-
rences. Professional expertise (expert power) has the strongest 
effect on authority: managers who know what they are talking 

0,58
AUTONOMY AT WORK 

FEELING OF BELONGING 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE 

0,47
0,43

DRIVERS= CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

AU
TH

EN
TI

CI
TY

Professional expertise, a feeling of belonging and autonomy correlate strongly with authenticity (simplified linear representation).

FIGURE 1

Drivers of authenticity 
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about act to a large degree authentically in their day-to-day work; 
the corresponding correlation coefficient is 0.46. Coercive pow-
er – i.e. managers whose position allows them to discipline their 
employees – displays the weakest correlation in relative terms. 
Even though the correlation coefficient of 0.21 is significant and 
positive, it is much less pronounced than the other factors. 

Professional expertise is substantially 
more important for authenticity than 
functional power.
This indicates that personal authority and authority stemming 
from professional expertise are more central to the experience 
of authenticity than power derived from a person’s position in 
the corporate hierarchy. This should remind companies to not 
rely simply on functional hierarchies and structures. Authentic 
leadership is strongest when functional power goes hand in hand 
with authority from professional expertise. That is something 
that can be taken into account when selecting managers, and 
should also play a role in job transfers, training measures and ta-
lent management. 

People striving to take on a leadership role in an organisation, 
or who already occupy such a position, face demanding requi-
rements. Substantially more is required of them than simply 
“leadership techniques” and management: factors such as inner 
stance and credibility are central to leadership. 

 FEELING OF BELONGING 
AND INDIVIDUALITY
There is also a clear correlation between a feeling of belonging 
and the experience of authenticity. A feeling of belonging is a 
strong driver of authenticity, with a correlation coefficient of 0.47 
according to the study. Strong, healthy personal relationships in 
the workplace are thus an important factor in encouraging peo-
ple to live out their authenticity. If we look at the values individu-
ally, we find that the feeling of belonging is even more important 
for the experience of authenticity than the possibility of bringing 
one’s individuality to bear in the company. 

This makes the structuring of RELATIONSHIPS an important 
corporate management task – because relationships (between 
members of different hierarchical levels and between employees 
on the same level) that are reliable, credible and engender trust 
can do much to enhance the feeling of belonging and can have 
positive effects on the authenticity of managers. 

As regards individuality, the ability to live out personal traits and 
idiosyncrasies in the workplace appears to influence the expe-
rience of authenticity less than we might instinctively assume. 
The picture changes, however, if we examine how individuality 
and the feeling of belonging influence each other reciprocally: 
managers who experience both a feeling of belonging and indi-
viduality in the workplace report being most authentic in their 
everyday work. 

   I find a supportive social environment – for  
instance, similar attitudes or the same sense  

of humour – very helpful in acting authentically. 
And of course it helps when I have freedom to 

          act and decide more things myself.

» 
«

Manager, 44, medium-sized enterprise

>> 



This result coincides with the findings of psychological rese-
arch and was explained as long ago as 1991 in Brewer’s opti-
mal distinctiveness theory. The latter states that people are at 
their best psychologically when they feel themselves to be in 
harmony with others and, at the same time, can reveal their 
unique inner self. 

At a practical level in the company, this means that corpo-
rate culture can act as a powerful lever. In an organisation 
in which my relationships give me a feeling of security and 
where I can act authentically within the framework of those 
relationships, creativity and willingness to change can thrive. 
We need neither sectarian cultures nor an excessive empha-
sis on individuality. 

FREEDOMS
Corporate culture, a “soft” factor, is not the only one that can 
promote the experience of authenticity, however. The study 
also reveals strong correlations between authenticity and core 
features of the job characteristics model. Particularly striking 
are the correlations with AUTONOMY in one’s work (correlati-
on coefficient: 0.58), identification with one’s tasks (0.42) and 
the social support that managers receive in the course of their 
work (0.32). 

The particularly strong correlation with autonomy indicates 
that personal freedom is closely linked with the experience of 
authenticity. Managers and employees who are given real res-
ponsibility, who can determine themselves when, how, where 
and with whom they complete a task, experience a stronger 
sense of authenticity than others. Companies are in a position 
to set a framework that ensures freedoms of this kind. 

The study also shows that mutual dependencies at work cut 
both ways when it comes to authenticity: respondents whose 
work involved a high level of interaction with others repor-
ted high authentic-life values, probably the most important 
dimension of authenticity. However, interdependence in the 
working environment also correlates strongly with self-aliena-
tion and strong external pressure on the self. Work processes 
in which staff members have to rely heavily on each other thus 
have positive effects (because they strengthen the feeling of 
belonging), but also negative ones (because they weaken the 
feeling of autonomy). ||
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I believe that a 
corporate environment 
in which authenticity is 
possible has to be quite 
an open one, with open 

                  communication.

»

«Manager, 36, large enterprise



The study also reveals compensatory effects. These compen-
satory effects are based on interaction effects, i.e., effects of 
one predictor variable on an outcome variable in the presence 
of a second predictor variable. The compensatory effects can 
be important indicators of how factors with a negative influence  
on authenticity can be mitigated or even neutralised. This ap-
plies to managers and employees alike. 

Factors with a negative influence on authenticity include in 
particular: 

The results of the survey suggest how the negative effects of 
these factors on authenticity can be reduced.
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OBSTACLES 
TO AUTHENTICITY  

06

And how they can be overcome

the sheer size of an organisation  
or company

negative interactions between work  
and private life

work activities that require more  
frequent “surface acting” and

personal belief systems that affirm  
strong power and status differences 

 in organisations

>> 

Surface Acting 
is the term used for a type of behaviour in which people ex-
press feelings that are not in tune with their true inner emo-
tions. While their inner emotional world remains intact, they 
manipulate, for a certain purpose, the emotions they express. 

Deep Acting 
by contrast, describes a situation in which people actually 
change their inner emotional world to meet the expectations 
of those around them. The emotions they show in such a situ-
ation have greater credibility because they in fact match their 
inner emotional world. 

These two types of acting have a common purpose: to 
generate positive emotions with a positive influence on 
the perceptions on those around them, thus enhancing 
the persuasiveness of the person in question. 
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PERCEIVED DISTINCTIVENESS 
AT WORK COMPENSATES FOR 
POWER DISTANCE  
There is a negative correlation between POWER DISTANCE 
and authenticity: the more an individual affirms power and 
status differences between individuals in organisation and in 
society, the less “genuine” individuals consider their roles to 
be (correlation coefficient: -0.46). Restated, individuals who 
affirm power differentials in organisations and society tend to 
report lower authenticity scores. In the German-speaking cul-
ture, in particular, this negative correlation could also be exp-
lained by the the historical experience of people that self-reali-
sation and loyalty to authority can be in direct conflict.

However, this negative effect of power distance on authenti-
city is moderated by another influencing factor: experienced 
distinctiveness of the self in the organisation, i.e., the extent 
to which an individual feels special, valued, and unique in an 
organisation. In other words, as long as employees feel that 
they are indispensable and valued, they can still feel authen-
tic, even when affirming strong power differentials. More im-
portantly, if they receive feedback from their environment 
that they play a special part in the organisation and that their 
personal performance is important for the company, it can 
substantially reduce the negative effect of power distance on 
authenticity. (Figure 2)

SIGNIFICANCE COMPENSATES 
FOR BEING ONE OF MANY
COMPANY SIZE is another factor diminishing the experien-
ce of authenticity. The feeling of being a tiny cog in a huge, 
complex machine is a central experience of the self-aliena-
tion brought about by industrialisation. So it initially comes 
as no surprise that this factor is also significant in our study.
What is interesting, however, is that this “classical” type of 
self-alienation does not arise in all circumstances. Rather, 
counteracting forces are present. People who are given 
work they consider to be important and that they feel has a 
positive effect on the lives of others – whether those others 
are society in general or simply customers – tend to act in 
harmony with their inner values. That applies even when 
they work in large organisations – a key indication of the im-
portance of meaningfulness in organisations. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

Distinctiveness of self compensates for power distance

Significance of one’s own work compensates 
for size of company

If employees feel valued, special, and unique in their organisations, 
their feeling of authenticity remains high even when they affirm 
strong status and power differentials in the organisation.   

Even in large companies, perceived authenticity decreases hardly 
at all if employees rate the importance of their own work highly. 
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DISTINCTIVENESS COMPENSATES
FOR WORK-FAMILY CONFLICT
The experience of being special, valued, and unique also affects 
another factor that can diminish authenticity: WORK-FAMILY 
CONFLICT, i.e. emotional burdens stemming from a poor 
work-life balance tend to have a slightly negative effect on au-
thenticity. If the differing demands of professional life and fa-
mily life lead to conflicts, the level of self-alienation increases.
This lack of authenticity, too, is reduced when the respondents 
have the impression that they are special, valued, and unique. 
Restated, occupying a special role in the organisation that 
earns a high degree of recognition buffers against the negative 
effect of work family conflict on authenticity. This interdepen-
dence can even intensify: the stronger the conflict between 
private life and professional life, the more often individuals 
who deem their work to be important or the “real thing” seek 
refuge in it. More or less forgoing private life, however, can 
result in individuals experiencing themselves as even less au-
thentic than before – thus compounding the negative effect 
on authenticity. 

Resolving this dilemma is certainly no trivial matter for com-
panies, and each case needs to be examined and dealt with 
individually. The problem warrants special attention, particu-
larly in professions that demand a lot of employees in terms of 
time and/or emotional commitment. (Figure 4)

POWER DOES NOT COMPENSATE 
FOR SURFACE ACTING
One of the biggest obstacles to authenticity is surface acting, 
which we referred to earlier. It can best be described as the 
requirement in some professions to show emotions that one 
does not really feel. In professions with constant customer  
contact – e.g. in call centres and in sales, but also in leader- 
ship/management roles – this type of behaviour is often even 
specifically trained and forms part of what is expected of a 
person in that position. This type of “emotional labour” is one 
of the biggest causes of a feeling of SELF-ALIENATION in the 
working world. This is particularly true of managers who are 
repeatedly called upon to surface act. 

Although there are indications that power could restore au-
thenticity, this pattern of behaviour was not fully evident in 
the study. Thus, we cannot simply conclude that the feeling of 
self-alienation can be overcome by extending one’s position  
of power within the company. Managers, too, are impaired in 
their authentic self-image when they have to put on a brave 
front although they don’t feel it. 

    I can achieve  
maximum authen-
ticity only if both 
areas – private life 
and professional  
life – are positive,  
as it were, in  
unison.

» 

«
Manager, 40, medium-sized enterprise

FIGURE 4

Distinctiveness compensates for work-family conflict

If employees perceive themselves to be unique, special, and valued 
in their organisation, work-family conflict has less negative im-
pact on their feelings of authenticity. >> 
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Even a markedly collaborative management style cannot miti-
gate this effect. In fact, the opposite appears to be the case. Al-
though a good relationship with one’s manager generally has 
a positive effect on experienced authenticity, if employees en-
gage in SURFACE ACTING, it can happen that – out of loyalty 
to their manager – their feeling of being forced into a role they 
do not consider to be authentic is intensified. As a result, they 
remain trapped even longer in a working relationship charac-
terised by self-alienation. 

Other psychological studies support this observation: ambi-
valent relationships tend to upset people’s psychological ba-
lance more than relationships that are consistently negative 
(Uchino et al., 2013). Having to smile at a pleasant boss in order 
to make a good impression, even though one does not feel the 
action to be authentic, is a classic case of ambivalence that ac-
centuates self-alienation. (Figure 5)

In everyday corporate practice, this can mean that, if you 
wish to promote authenticity, you should avoid forced sur-
face acting as far as possible. That is not possible, however, 
in certain industries and certain functions, e.g. because exu-
ding a certain type of friendliness is considered good form 
when dealing with customers – even when one doesn’t feel 
it. In this case, understanding the strong negative correlation 
between surface acting and authentic behaviour on the part 
of managers can help to promote an understanding of the 
role and tasks of the employees in question and to deal with  
these better. ||

FIGURE 5

Power does not compensate for surface acting
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If employees are required to engage in surface acting frequently,  
even the experience of power cannot reduce their feeling of self- 
alienation.  

Culture plays a very important role.  
In my experience, it is very difficult to  
express one’s opinion in a company  
where management is very hierarchical. 

Manager, 51, large enterprise

»
«
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       For me, authenticity  
   is a value in itself. I don’t  
   have to pretend any more,  
        and that makes me 
               feel good.

Manager, 43, large enterprise

»
«

Culture plays a very important role.  
In my experience, it is very difficult to  
express one’s opinion in a company  
where management is very hierarchical. 
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INTERCULTURAL 
DIFFERENCES

07

How authenticity is experienced in Germany, Russia, and the UK 

PECULIARITIES IN RUSSIA
An analysis of the Russian managers shows that work-life 
conflict has MUCH LESS INFLUENCE on their experience of 
authenticity when compared with the other two countries. 

More importantly, the factors ‘feeling of belonging’ and ‘indi-
viduality’ exhibit a similarly strong correlation with authen-
ticity. By contrast, for German managers, a feeling of belon-
ging is substantially more important for authenticity than is 
individuality. This observation is striking given Russia’s past 
history, which offered individuals little opportunity to dis-
tinguish themselves positively from the masses. We further 
note that the factor ‘company size’ is hardly important at all 
for the experience of authenticity in Russian managers, and, 
compared with the international average, increasing age and 
experience appear to have little impact on their experience 
of authenticity.

PECULIARITIES IN THE UK 
The striking thing about British managers is that their own 
managers’ leadership style appears to have only a small in-
fluence on their experience of authenticity. This is an interes-
ting observation given that the majority of modern leadership 
theories come from the Anglo-American sphere, which could 
lead one to assume that leadership should play a prominent 
role in these countries in general and for the experience of au-
thenticity in particular. Nevertheless, in the sample surveyed 
it is precisely leadership that seems to have had little influen-
ce, at least as far as the feeling of authenticity is concerned. 

For British managers too, the factors ‘feeling of belonging’ 
and ‘individuality’ play equally important roles – similar to 
their Russian colleagues, but in contrast to the German ma-
nagers. Belonging seems to be more important to the latter 
than individuality. 

In general, UK managers appear to feel less authentic than 
their colleagues in Germany and Russia: though the diffe-
rences are small, on average the SELF-ALIENATION values 
are highest for British managers such that external factors 
influence their actions on a regular basis. This could be re-
lated to the historical and cultural histories of the countries 
in questions: in Germany, for instance, the legacy of “inward-
ness” still plays a role, whereas throughout Russian history 
individuals have almost uninterruptedly been exposed to 
the influence of substantial, often negative, external factors. 
These divergent histories could be the cause of the present 
situation, in which both German and Russian managers 
perceive and process external factors less strongly than their 
British counterparts. ||

The study surveyed respondents from Germany, Russia, and the UK.  
This cultural mix reveals a number of interesting differences between the  
countries in question with respect to the experience of authenticity. 
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Intercultural differences for five factors 
                 influencing perceived authenticity.

INDIVIDUALITY
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INFLUENCING 
AUTHENTICITY
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Positive (strongest,  
together with individuality) Positive Positive

Positive Positive
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depending on style

Is influential: positive or negative 
depending on style

Negative Negative

NegativeNegative Substantially less negative

FEELING  OF 
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EFFECTS OF ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURES ON AUTHENTIC 
BEHAVIOUR IN ORGANISATIONS

 08

As with many other corporate management topics, delibe-
rations at companies regarding authenticity do not cent-
re on how managers can be turned into better PEOPLE. 
Rather, companies always have to answer the question of 
how they can make an impact and create value. Their task 
is to successfully position themselves in the market, main-
tain competitiveness in the long term, and remain resi-
lient in the face of external forces. All this demands a lot 

of the people in the organisations – and, even though it is 
easy to emphasise this commonplace and write about it in 
company brochures, it is something that is frequently un-
derestimated. But the first priority of anyone who is truly 
convinced that it is up to people in organisations to respond 
to requirements and changes must be to win over these 
people and do everything to make them BELIEVE in their 
managers. 

   In today‘s connected 
world, if a company doesn‘t 
walk the talk, they will be 
found out. It‘s all about 

authenticity.

»
«

TERESA COLLIS, 
Head of Competency & Culture Development, 

Siemens AG
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The growing transparency brought on by the digital transfor-
mation is enhancing the importance of credibility even more. 
But in order to project credibility outwardly, it is first of all es-
sential to have inward credibility – and authentic behaviour 
and leadership, as the study shows, provide strong leverage 
in this regard. Companies can achieve this only by setting the 
right organisational and cultural coordinates.

A glance at the recent literature on organisation and lea-
dership reveals understandably strong arguments for an 
alternative type of organisational structure (e.g. Pfläging, 
2014; Pläging, 2015 and Robertson, 2015. Laloux (2014), too, 
cites a series of promising examples from organisations 
that have pursued an alternative structural and manage-
ment logic. In an analysis of 12 quite different organisations, 
he describes three “breakthroughs” that all these organisa-
tions have in common: self-management, wholeness and 
evolutionary purpose. This suggests numerous parallels 
with the present study. In general, authenticity has paral-
lels with Laloux’s dimension of ‘wholeness’. The results of 
the study also indicate that autonomy – similar to Laloux’s 
term of ‘self-management’ – is strongly correlated with au-
thenticity or wholeness. What is more, the fact that affir-
ming hierarchies and power distance tend to correlate ne-
gatively with authentic behaviour and that surface acting  
diminishes authenticity also supports Laloux’s statements  
as regards wholeness and self-management.  

The obstacles to authentic behaviour and leadership men-
tioned earlier can be mitigated by means of appropriate or-
ganisational measures, new ideas in organisational design 
and a more open corporate culture. Companies are thus 
well advised to closely examine their organisation and cul-
ture for potential obstacles and to take targeted action to 
overcome them. 

Specifically, companies can make the following organisati-
onal and cultural CHANGES in order to achieve greater au-
thenticity and credibility: 

New models for collaboration and involvement,  
and new hierarchical forms 

A new understanding of transparency and  
participation that neutralises fears and anxieties  
at all levels 

A discussion of the organisation’s function for  
society and what social need it fulfils, as well as  
an analysis of meaningfulness as a task of  
organisational development 

Relationship-building as a key leadership- 
culture tool for engendering loyalty, enthusiasm 
and passion. 

 ||



TRUST DESPITE 
CONSTANT INSECURITY

 09

The study shows that authenticity – defined as CREDIBILITY 
and RELIABILITY resulting from the correspondence bet-
ween leadership behaviour and inner values – is a powerful 
factor, one that can contribute towards corporate success. 
Especially in the current state of transformational change 
– from the energy transition to the euro crisis, from globali-
sation to digitalisation – it is important for companies to de-
vote special attention to such factors. After all, the speed and 
complexity of the corporate environment mean that compa-
nies have to adapt constantly and be prepared to change at 
any time. In such uncertain times, leaving room for authenti-
city can create the trust and security needed for employees 
to go along with, and lend their support to, change. 

Companies can create an environment that promote authen-
tic behaviour on the part of their managers and employees – 
and thus achieve more than if they just demand authenticity 
in their leadership model. Earlier in this report, we suggested 
ways in which companies can create such an environment. 
They include in particular: 

Authenticity – a lever for a new understanding 
of leadership and organisation  
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VALUING
professional expertise and power 

vested in personal attributes as opposed 
to purely functional power

CREATING A 
CORPORATE CULTURE 

that values individuality and at the same 
time promotes a sense of belonging

PUTTING IN PLACE 
WORK PROCESSES 

and a working environment that, 
through their judicious design, 

enable autonomous decision-making 
reduce obstacles to authenticity

1

2

3

Starting points for an environment that promotes authenticity



DEMOGRAPHIC 
DATA AND 
METHODOLOGY
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For the study, goetzpartners, Förster und Netzwerk and Prof. 
Matthias Spitzmüller (Smith School of Business, Queen’s Uni-
versity, Ontario, Canada) surveyed a total of 571 managers in 
Germany, the UK and Russia in November 2015 using an on-
line questionnaire. Around 40 percent of those surveyed were 
from Germany, and just under 30 percent each from the UK 
and Russia. 

The questionnaire was developed based on the results of 20 
qualitative, one-hour interviews with managers who have re-
sponsibility for up to 1,000 employees. Building on the inter-
views, the authors of the study developed the questionnaire 
for the major data collection that utilized pre-validated scales 
to capture relevant constructs.

The managers who took part in the study came from a wide 
range of different industries; at 14 percent, the manufacturing 
industry constituted the largest single group, followed by tra-
de and retail (10 percent). Around two-third of the respondents 
(64 percent) were men and roughly one third (36 percent) wo-
men. The age and work experience of the participants varied 
across a broad spectrum, with more than half (54 percent) ha-
ving 11 to 30 years’ professional experience (medium range). 

The study employed the psychological construct of authenti-
city, which can be broken down into three dimensions: living 
an authentic life, (low levels of) self-alienation and (low levels 
of) acceptance of external factors influencing the self. Corre-
lations of this measure of experienced authenticity with work 
processes, work-family conflict, experience of power, relati-
onships with others, cultural values, relationship with line 
manager, etc. were examined in the study. This correlational 
design does not permit any valid statements about causal re-
lationships between the study variables. However, based on 
the relative strength of the correlation coefficients, the au-
thors drew inferences regarding the relative importance of the 
study variables for the experience of authenticity at work.   ||

Observations from daily practice show that the environment 
for authenticity remains adverse in many companies. But a 
number of encouraging examples to the contrary demons-
trate that a management that is seriously interested in valu-
es such as uprightness and honesty can be truly powerful 
and highly effective at implementing new strategies and pro-
cesses. The most visible outward sign of this is in companies 
opting for a new type of manager as their CEO. For instan-
ce, Lars Sørensen, CEO of Novo Nordisk, has a reputation 
for being consensus-oriented and unpretentious – Harvard 
Business Manager named him the world’s best-performing 
CEO in 2015. Top managers of this kind, who focus on long-
term growth, sustainability and integrity rather than on the 
outward symbols of power and short-term profits, are one of 
numerous indicators that a management rethink is taking 
place. It is important to keep an eye out for such examples 
– and to learn from them. After all, corporate management 
needs a new LEADERSHIP PARADIGM in order to steer or-
ganisations efficiently and effectively in future.  ||
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Authenticity 
can provide strong 

leverage for this new 
leadership and 
organisation 
paradigm.  
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